Abstract RGB-D sensors have become in recent years a product of easy access to general users. They provide both a color image and a depth image of the scene and, besides being used for object modeling, they can also offer important cues for object detection and tracking in real time. In this context, the work presented in this paper investigates the use of consumer RGB-D sensors for object detection and pose estimation from natural features. Two methods based on depth-assisted rectification are proposed, which transform features extracted from the color image to a canonical view using depth data in order to obtain a representation invariant to rotation, scale and perspective distortions. While one method is suitable for textured objects, either planar or non-planar, the other method focuses on texture-less planar objects. Qualitative and quantitative evaluations of the proposed methods are performed, showing that they can obtain better results than some existing methods for object detection and pose estimation, especially when dealing with oblique poses.
Introduction
Computer vision systems commonly sense the real world by detecting planar fiducial markers placed around it. However, in many applications the use of such kind of markers is undesirable. In these cases, a better way to sense the world would be to detect and track real objects using natural features of the scene.
In recent years, computer vision applications have benefited from the advent of low cost RGB-D consumer devices [10] . These devices are commonly used in human body detection and tracking for user interaction purposes. RGB-D sensors are able to provide in real time, besides a color image (RGB channels) of the scene, another image in which each pixel value corresponds to the distance from the scene objects to the camera. Such image is named depth image (D channel). There are different types of RGB-D sensors, such as stereo cameras [56] and projected texture stereo [26] . Nevertheless, this paper focuses on existing consumer RGB-D sensors. The first consumer RGB-D devices available for mass market provided the RGB image using a standard color camera and computed the depth image using infrared (IR) camera and projector. The IR projector is used to project known patterns that are recognized by the IR camera. The depth is then estimated by triangulation between camera and projector. Newer consumer RGB-D cameras combine a standard RGB sensor with a time-of-flight (ToF) sensor that provides a depth image of the scene. The ToF camera computes depth information by measuring the time that it takes to a light pulse to travel from the camera to an object and back. The use of RGB-D consumer devices for object detection and pose estimation has grown significantly over the last years [21, 30] . The color and depth images from RGB-D cameras can be employed to obtain 3D models of the objects to be detected and also provide useful information at runtime for accomplishing bet-ter results when compared to techniques that use only RGB data.
In this context, this paper presents two novel real-time object detection and pose estimation methods that use natural features and consumer RGB-D sensors. The developed techniques are based on depth-assisted rectification, which consists in obtaining a representation invariant to rotation, scale and perspective distortions by transforming natural features extracted from the color image to a canonical view using depth data. The first method is named depth-assisted rectification of patches (DARP) and is suitable for textured objects, either planar or non-planar. The second method is named depth-assisted rectification of contours (DARC) and focuses on texture-less planar objects. The methods are straightforwardly designed, providing good results without having to use more complex approaches. Such simplicity is obtained by using an RGB-D camera, which is a more complex but very popular sensor.
The contributions of this paper are: (1) a patch rectification method that uses depth information to obtain a perspective and scale-invariant representation of keypoints; (2) a framework for rectifying, matching and estimating the pose of contours extracted from an RGB image using depth data, being invariant to rotation, scale and perspective deformations; (3) an approach for determining which depth-assisted rectification method is more suitable for detecting a given object; (4) a strategy for using both patch and contour depth-assisted rectification techniques together; (5) a frame-to-frame tracking method using the developed depth-assisted rectification techniques; (6) qualitative and quantitative evaluations regarding pose estimation quality of the developed methods in comparison with existing techniques; (7) runtime analyses of the developed techniques in comparison with existing detection methods, verifying their compliance to real-time constraints.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents works related to DARP and DARC and how these methods differ from them. Section 3 presents the DARP method, which makes use of depth information for rectifying patches around interest points in the color image. Section 4 presents the DARC method, which rectifies contours extracted from the color image using depth data. Section 5 introduces an approach for selecting between DARP or DARC based on an image of the object to be detected. Section 6 presents a strategy for detecting objects using both DARP and DARC together. Section 7 shows how DARP and DARC can also be used for frame-to-frame tracking. Section 8 brings a discussion about the results obtained with DARP and DARC, comparing them with other existing object detection and pose estimation methods. Section 9 presents final considerations and future work.
Related work
In the next subsections, some existing object detection methods related to DARP and DARC are described. Section 2.1 describes detection methods suitable for textured objects, which are targeted by DARP. Section 2.2 details detection techniques for texture-less objects, which are handled by DARC.
Textured object detection
A common approach for detecting textured objects on images captured under different viewpoints consists in extracting local discriminative repeatable features from the images. Some of these features are only invariant to rotation, such as Harris corners [18] and FAST keypoints [49] , and scale invariance is often obtained by detecting features from different levels of an image pyramid. There are some features that are invariant to both rotation and scale, like local extrema of Difference of Gaussians (DoG) [37] . Some features are also invariant to affine transformations, such as affine regions [41] . Object detection is then performed by matching features extracted from the query image to previously obtained features from template images with known pose, even if the images were obtained from significantly different viewpoints. One alternative for performing this matching is by using local descriptors, which are highdimensional vectors that describe the neighborhood around the local feature. Examples of local descriptors are SIFT [37] , SURF [3] , HIP [54] , BRIEF [8] and rBRIEF [50] . Descriptor matching is done by nearest neighbor search based on the distance between the high-dimensional vectors. Another way of matching local features is by using classifiers such as Randomized Trees [31] and Ferns [45] . They are trained beforehand using object local features with different poses.
Nevertheless, many existing keypoint matchers fail on scenarios where objects have a very oblique pose with respect to the viewing direction and suffer from severe perspective distortions. Since perspective deformations can be approximated by affine transformations for small areas, affine invariant local features can be used to generate normalized patches [41] . On the other hand, DARP can use local features that are, a priori, not affine and scale invariant, performing a posteriori projective rectification of the patches.
The ASIFT method [42] obtains a higher number of matches from perspectively distorted images by generating several affine transformed versions of both images and then finding correspondences between them using SIFT [37] . Alternatively, the DARP method is able to use solely the query and template images in order to match them. ASIFT also makes use of low-resolution versions of the affine transformed images in order to accelerate keypoint matching. Only the affine transformations that provide more matches are used to compare the images in their original resolution. The DARP technique is able to work directly with high-resolution images, without needing to decrease their quality to achieve real-time keypoint matching.
In [27] , maximally stable extremal region (MSER) features [40] are projectively rectified using principal component analysis (PCA) and graphics hardware. However, it does not focus on real-time execution and it is designed to work with region detectors, while the DARP method works with keypoint detectors and computes rectified patches in real time.
Patch perspective rectification is also performed in [11, 20, 22, 46] . These methods differ from DARP because they first estimate patch identity and coarse pose, and then refine the pose of the identified patch. In DARP, the patches are first rectified in order to allow estimating their identity. In addition, these methods need to previously generate warped versions of the patch for being able to compute its rectification, while DARP can rectify a patch without such constraint.
The methods described in [13, 28, 57, 58] first projectively rectify the whole image and then detect invariant features on the normalized result, while the DARP method does the opposite. In addition, [57] is designed for offline 3D reconstruction, [13, 28, 58] target only planar scenes and [13, 28] require an inertial sensor.
A method for keypoint matching of developable surfaces (such as cones or cylinders) under different viewpoints using a consumer RGB-D sensor is presented in [59] . The surfaces are first unrolled exploiting depth information and then the rectified textures are employed for keypoint detection and matching. Dealing with the rectified textures instead of the original images allows obtaining a higher number of correct matches. A similar approach is performed in [60] , but without requiring the presence of particular geometric shapes by using salient directions, which are peaks in the distribution of surface normals. However, it needs to generate several salient direction rectified images in order to perform registration, thus not focusing on real-time execution.
Concurrent with this research, the techniques detailed in [15, 38] also used an RGB-D sensor to perform patch rectification using PCA. In [38] , a descriptor for the patch is obtained using 2D Fourier-Mellin transform. Nevertheless, the rectification algorithm applied is not clearly described and it is not evaluated under a real-time keypoint matching scenario. The depth-adaptive feature transform (DAFT) method is presented in [15] , where the DoG detector is adapted to use depth information for obtaining scale-invariant keypoints and SURF is used to describe the rectified patches. The results obtained using DARP and DAFT are compared in Sect. 8.
Texture-less object detection
Local feature descriptors such as the ones listed in the previous subsection showed to be not suitable for dealing with texture-less objects, since it is hard to obtain repeatable and discriminative features from such kind of object. Therefore, recent researches have been focused on methods that are able to detect and estimate the pose of texture-less objects.
One option for detecting texture-less objects is to perform a search over the pose space using template matching, such as in [24] . However, when the pose range increases, the processing time required by this kind of technique makes them unsuitable for real-time applications.
Most existing techniques suitable for texture-less objects need to capture several views of the target object or to generate perspective warps from reference images. The method described in [25] trains a classifier with normalized distance transform templates computed from warped versions of a reference image. It aims to detect and estimate the pose of planar targets. In [20, 22] perspective rectification is learned from warped patches in order to allow matching of local features. Dominant orientation templates are generated in [23] from a number of different viewpoints for estimating the pose of texture-less 3D objects. The approach detailed in [21] acquires RGB-D images from many views of a textureless 3D object and makes use of 2D image gradients and 3D surfaces normals for estimating its pose. In [47] , dominant orientation templates of grayscale images obtained from different viewpoints are used to estimate a coarse pose of texture-less 3D objects. The pose is then refined using RGB-D data. This method was later extended in [30] to also compute dominant orientation templates from the depth image. In addition, it demonstrates the capability of discerning objects with the same shape and texture but different sizes by exploiting depth information, which is also done by DARC. A technique described in [1] performs pose estimation based on junctions by comparing the query image with previously acquired keyframes of the target texture-less 3D object from many views. In [12] , distance transforms computed from warped versions of MSERs are used to train a classifier. This allows estimating the pose of planar contours by exploiting projective invariants, as long as the contour has at least one concavity. In contrast, the DARC technique needs only an RGB-D image of the planar object taken from a single view for estimating its pose. It also stores two or four versions of each template relative to its different orientations, without needing to generate several warps. The DARC method is comparable to the approach described in [16] , which stores a single signature for each template contour. However, it makes use of projective invariants with low discriminative power, leading to potential wrong matches with background features. The technique detailed in [39] is able to detect contours by keypoint matching with a single reference image, but the keypoint descriptor used is not invariant to severe perspective distortions.
There are some other techniques in the literature that perform feature rectification for 3D registration. Methods that use a 3D reconstruction of the scene often rely on texturebased local descriptors and are not adequate for texture-less objects [27, 38, 57, 58] . There are also some approaches that require the presence of inertial sensors [13, 28] . The DARC method does not need any additional sensor besides an RGB-D camera and is based on normalization of contour features, allowing pose estimation of texture-less planar targets. To the best of the authors' knowledge, there are no other methods in the literature based on RGB-D images that focus on textureless planar object detection and 6DOF pose estimation.
Depth-assisted rectification of patches
This section presents the DARP method, which exploits depth information available in RGB-D consumer devices to improve keypoint matching of perspectively distorted images [33, 34] . This is achieved by generating a projective rectification of a patch around the keypoint, which is normalized with respect to perspective distortions and scale. An overview of the DARP technique is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In DARP, keypoints are extracted and their normal vectors on the scene surface are estimated using the depth image. Then, using depth and normal information, patches around the keypoints are rectified to a canonical view in order to remove perspective and scale distortions. The rectified patch orientation is calculated in order to obtain rotation invariance. Finally, a descriptor for the rectified patch is calculated using the assigned orientation. DARP can be used with any local feature detector and descriptor and is suitable for planar and non-planar textured scenes. In the next subsections, all steps of the DARP method are detailed.
Keypoint detection
Any keypoint detector can be used by DARP, such as Harris corners [18] , FAST-9 [49] or DoG [37] . Since the patch around the keypoint is normalized a posteriori with respect to perspective distortions and scale, the detector does not have to be affine or scale invariant and the use of a scale pyramid for the input image is not mandatory. Figure 2 illustrates keypoints detected on an input image.
Normal estimation
From the query depth image, a 3D point cloud in camera coordinates can be computed for the scene. Considering a Fig. 1 DARP method overview. a Keypoints are detected using the RGB image. b Normal is computed for each keypoint using the 3D point cloud calculated from the depth image. c Patches are rectified using normal, RGB image and the 3D point cloud. d Orientation is calculated for each rectified patch. e A descriptor is computed for each oriented rectified patch. f Query keypoints descriptors are matched to template keypoints descriptors and a pose is calculated using the correspondences 
Using this point cloud, a normal vector can be estimated for a 3D point M cam that corresponds to an extracted 2D keypoint via PCA. The centroidM of all neighbor 3D points M i within a radius of 3 cm of M cam is computed. A covariance matrix is computed using M i andM, and its eigenvectors {v 1 , v 2 , v 3 } and corresponding eigenvalues {λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 } are computed and ordered in ascending order. The normal vector to the scene surface at M cam is given by v 1 [5] , which is depicted in Fig. 3 . If needed, v 1 is flipped to aim towards the viewing direction. Only the keypoints that have a valid normal are kept. 
Patch rectification
The next step consists in using the available 3D information to rectify a patch around each keypoint to remove perspective deformations. In addition, a scale-normalized representation of the patch is obtained. This is done by computing a homography that transfers the patch to a canonical view, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Given n = [n x , n y , n z ] T as the unit normal vector in camera coordinates at M cam , which is the corresponding 3D point of a keypoint, two unit vectors n 1 and n 2 that define a plane with normal n can be obtained by:
This is valid because it is assumed that n x and n z are not equal to zero at the same time, since in this case the normal would be perpendicular to the viewing direction and the patch would be not visible. From M cam , n 1 and n 2 , it is possible to find the corners M 1 , . . . , M 4 of the patch in the camera coordinate system. The patch size in camera coordinates should be fixed in order to allow scale invariance. The corners m 1 , . . . , m 4 of the patch to be rectified in image coordinates are the projection of the 3D points M 1 , . . . , M 4 . Then, m i = KM i , where K is the intrinsic parameters matrix. If the patch size in image coordinates is too small, the rectified patch will suffer degradation in image resolution, harming its description. This size is influenced by the location of the 3D point M cam (e.g., if M cam is too far from the camera, the patch size will be small). It is also directly proportional to the patch size in camera coordinates, which is determined by a constant factor k applied to n 1 and n 2 as follows: n 1 = kn 1 and n 2 = kn 2 . The factor k should be large enough to allow good scale invariance while being small enough to give distinctiveness to the patch. In the performed experiments, different values of k were used, while the size s of the rectified patch was always set to 31.
The corners M 1 , . . . , M 4 of the patch are given by:
The corresponding corners m 1 , . . . , m 4 of the patch in the canonical view are:
From m 1 , . . . , m 4 and m 1 , . . . , m 4 , it can be computed a homography H that takes points of the input image to points of the rectified patch.
Orientation assignment
In order to achieve rotational invariance, the orientation of the rectified patch should be estimated. There are some different methods to obtain the dominant orientation of a patch, such as gradient orientation histogram [37] , which finds dominant orientations of a patch as peaks in a histogram of quantized orientations of patch gradients, and intensity centroid [50] , which computes the orientation of the patch from geometric moments. The choice of the method to compute patch orientation is often coupled to the method chosen for patch description, as both methods commonly use the same data for accomplishing their goals (such as gradients in [37] and integral images in [50] ).
Patch description
The same way DARP can use any keypoint detector, it is also possible to have any patch descriptor such as SIFT [37] , SURF [3] , BRIEF [8] or rBRIEF [50] . In order to build a descriptor for the rectified patch, the neighborhood around the center of the patch is sampled at specific coordinates, depending on the chosen method. These coordinates are rotated with respect to the orientation computed for the rectified patch in the previous step. This way, it is possible to obtain a descriptor for each keypoint that is invariant to rotation (due to orientation normalization) and also to scale and perspective distortions (due to patch rectification).
Keypoint matching and pose estimation
For descriptor matching, a nearest neighbor search is performed to find the corresponding template descriptor for each query descriptor. Regarding pose estimation, the DLT method was used to compute object pose in the experiments performed. Homography estimation was used for planar objects, while an extrinsic parameters matrix was computed for non-planar objects. Minimization of reprojection error was used for pose refinement and the RANSAC algorithm was also applied for outliers removal.
Depth-assisted rectification of contours
This section presents the DARC method for detection and pose estimation of texture-less planar objects using RGB-D cameras [34, 35] . It consists in matching contours extracted from the current image to previously acquired template contours. In order to achieve invariance to rotation, scale and perspective distortions, a rectified representation of the contours is obtained using the available depth information. DARC requires only a single RGB-D image of the planar objects in order to estimate their pose, opposed to some existing approaches that need to capture a number of views of the target object. It also does not generate warped versions of the templates, which is commonly required by existing object detection techniques. Figure 5 describes the DARC algorithm flow. First, contours are extracted from the query RGB image. Then, for each extracted contour, the 3D points that correspond to the 2D points of the contour and its inner contours are selected. The 3D contour points are used to estimate the normal and the orientation of the contour in camera coordinates. Using this information, it is possible to rectify the 3D contour to a canonical view. This rectified representation is used to perform matching between query contours and previously obtained template contours. The poses of the query contours that have a valid match are then calculated. Object detection can then be performed by detecting and estimating the pose of its contours for each frame. Each step of the DARC method is detailed in the next subsections.
Contour detection
Any contour detection method can be used by DARC and the extracted contours do not have to be affine invariant. In this work, two different approaches for detecting contours were considered: the first one is based on the Canny edge detector [9] and the second one is based on the MSER detector [40] . Each method is described next. 
Canny contour detector
In order to obtain a binary image where contours can be extracted, the query RGB image is converted to grayscale and then the Canny edge detector is applied [9] , as illustrated in Fig. 6 . A dilation operator can also be applied to the binary image in order to connect broken edge segments. The algorithm described in [53] is used to extract closed contours from the binary image. Contours that have an area smaller than a threshold are discarded.
Similarly to [25] , the hierarchy of contours is also exploited in order to increase their discriminative power. When dealing with a closed contour in all the following steps of the method, its inner contours are also considered as part of the parent contour representation. In the remainder of this paper, the set of points that belong to a contour or its inner contours is named contour group. Since more information is taken into account when contour hierarchy is used, it allows obtaining a more accurate estimation of contour rotation and also improves the measurement of similarity between two different contours. Contour hierarchy is also needed at runtime to correctly group the query contours that correspond to a previously acquired template contour group.
In addition, the distance transform is computed from the binary image with the sequential algorithm described in [6] for later use, obtaining a result similar to the one depicted in Fig. 7 .
MSER contour detector
The Canny contour detector is very fast, but it is not robust to illumination changes, noise and blur caused by very fast movements. A slower but more robust way to detect contours is to use the MSER detector [40] , which is illustrated in Fig. 8 . MSER uses the grayscale image obtained from the query RGB image to find stable regions with respect to thresholding over a large range of threshold values. These regions are scale and affine invariant and their boundaries can be used as contours. Since MSER deals with regions, it inherently considers the inner contours as part of an outer contour, so there is no need to use hierarchical structures to obtain contour groups as in the Canny contour detector. Actu- ally, instead of considering only the boundary points, all the points that belong to a region detected by MSER are considered in the computation of contour normal and orientation, which is explained in the following subsection.
Normal and orientation estimation
From the query depth image, a 3D point cloud in camera coordinates can be computed for the scene, as discussed in Sect. 3.2. Then, for each contour group, the corresponding 3D points M i of the 2D contour points m i are used to estimate the normal and orientation of the contour group via PCA. The centroidM of the 3D contour points is calculated, which is invariant to affine transformations [19] . A covariance matrix is computed using M i andM, and its eigenvectors {v 1 , v 2 , v 3 } and corresponding eigenvalues {λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 } are computed and ordered in ascending order. The normal vector to the contour group plane is v 1 [5] , as shown in Fig. 9 . If needed, v 1 is flipped to point towards the viewing direction. Contour group orientation is given by v 2 and v 3 , which can be seen as the y and x axis, respectively, of a local coordinate system with origin atM [5] , as can be seen in Fig. 9 . There are four possible orientations given by combinations of the x and y axis with different signs. It only makes sense to consider all four orientations if mirrored or transparent objects might be detected. Otherwise, only two orientations are enough, which are given by using both flipped and non-flipped v 3 as the x axis and computing the y axis as the cross product of v 1 and v 3 . 
Contour rectification
In order to allow matching instances of the same contour group observed from different viewpoints, they are normalized to a common representation. Translation invariance is achieved by writing the coordinates of the 3D contour points M i relative to the centroidM. Rotation invariance is obtained by aligning v 3 and v 2 with the x and y global axes, respectively. Since the 3D contour points M i are in camera coordinates, they are scale invariant. Perspective invariance is obtained by aligning the inverse of the normal vector v 1 to the z global axis. This way, a transformation [R r |t r ] can be obtained by:
The rectified contour points M i can be computed as follows:
The rectified points should lie on the x y plane (z = 0). Since two or four orientations given by v 2 and v 3 are considered, each one is used to generate a different rectification of a contour group. All these rectifications are taken into account in the matching phase. In some cases the estimated orientation is not accurate, as can be seen in the rectified contour group in Fig. 10 . However, this is still sufficient for matching and pose estimation purposes.
When MSER features are used, an additional step is performed in order to rectify a binary representation of each detected region. For this, the upright bounding rectangle of the rectified contour is computed and the four corners of this rectangle are unrectified using the inverse of the [R r |t r ] rectifying transformation and then projected onto a binary image that represents the region. From the correspondences between the original corners and the projected corners, a homography can be computed that maps the bounding rectangle to the image, which allows obtaining a rectified version of the region, as illustrated in Fig. 11 . 
Contour matching and pose estimation
After being rectified, query contour groups can then be matched to a previously rectified template contour group. Two approaches were considered for contour matching and pose estimation: the first one is based on chamfer matching [2] and the second one is based on Hamming matching. The first method is used together with the Canny contour detector, while the second method is used together with the MSER contour detector.
In both approaches, some heuristics can be used to reject spurious matches. First, a match is rejected if the upright bounding rectangles of the rectified contour groups do not have a similar size. Then, it is calculated a coarse pose that maps the 3D unrectified template contour group to the 3D unrectified query contour group. Given the rotation R t and translation t t that rectify the template contour group and the rotation R q and translation t q that rectify the query contour group, the coarse pose [R c |t c ] is obtained by:
The 3D unrectified template contour group is transformed using the coarse pose [R c |t c ] and then projected onto the query image. After that, the upright bounding rectangle of the projected points is calculated and compared with the upright bounding rectangle of the 2D query contour group. If they are not close to each other or their sizes are not similar, the match is discarded.
After matching query and template contour groups using any of the methods described in the next subsections, several point-to-point correspondences between all the query and template contour groups that are part of the target planar object can be obtained. From these correspondences, the final pose of the planar object can be computed using homography estimation together with RANSAC. One single contour group is sufficient for calculating the pose of a planar object. However, if the object is composed by several contour groups with enough discriminative power, all of them can be used for pose estimation. Using this approach, it is possible to compute the pose of the object even when some of its contours are occluded.
Chamfer matcher
Since rectified contour groups are invariant to rotation, scale and perspective distortions, simpler methods that do not deal with these invariants can be used to match them, such as chamfer matching [2] . The similarity between template contour group projection and 2D query contour group is given by their chamfer distance:
where n is the number of points in the template contour group, m t i is the ith template contour point and DT τ is the query distance transform truncated to a value τ , which was set to 20. For each query contour group, the template contour group orientation with smallest chamfer distance is marked as a candidate match.
If there is a candidate match for a given query contour group, then a refined pose of the contour group is estimated from the previously computed coarse pose [R c |t c ] using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The query distance transform is used to compute the reprojection error. Finally, the chamfer distance between the template contour group and query contour group is calculated using the refined pose. If it is below a threshold, then the match is considered as correct. The truncation of the distance transform to a value τ has an effect on the minimization similar to using the Tukey M-estimator.
Hamming matcher
The rectified binary representations obtained for MSER features can be matched by calculating their Hamming distance using a bitwise XOR operation. The percentage of black pixels on the resulting XOR image gives a measure of similarity between query and template regions.
Using a binary image representing the query region, the rectifying homography computed as in Sect. 4.3 is refined using the ESM method [4] . Finally, it is computed a homography H r that maps the unrectified template region to the unrectified query region. Given the homography H t that rectifies the template region and the refined homography H q that rectifies the query region, then H r = H q (H t ) −1 .
DARP/DARC selection
This section presents a method for selecting which depthassisted rectification technique should be used based on the template contents. First, the template image is converted to grayscale. Then a gray-level co-ocurrence matrix (GLCM) [17] is computed from the resulting image. Considering that there are 256 possible gray-levels, the GLCM is a 256 × 256 matrix. Each entry (i, j) in the matrix contains the number of pixels with gray-level i that are horizontally adjacent to pixels with gray-level j in the image. The GLCM is then normalized by dividing each entry by the sum of all entries. After that, it is calculated the homogeneity property [17] of the obtained GLCM matrix P, which is given by:
This property ranges between 0 and 1 and measures the concentration of GLCM values in its diagonal. If the homogeneity value is high, it means that most of the horizontally adjacent pixels in the image have close gray-levels, which occurs in texture-less objects. Hence, if the homogeneity metric is low, it is likely that the template image contains a textured object. The selection between DARP and DARC is done by comparing the computed homogeneity property with a threshold (which was set to 0.5): if it is below the threshold, then DARP should be used, otherwise DARC would be the best choice.
Using DARP and DARC together
In scenarios where robustness is more critical than performance, one possibility is to use both DARP and DARC methods together in order to detect planar objects. Since the output of both DARP and DARC are point correspondences between query and template images, all these matchings can be used together for detecting objects and computing their pose. Having more matches of different natures can contribute to obtain detection and pose estimation of better quality in some cases. In addition, the simultaneous use of patch and contour features may lead to improved results when dealing with planar objects that have textured and texture-less parts.
However, since every point of a matched contour gives rise to a new correspondence, usually there are much more DARC correspondences than DARP ones, which may lead to a dominance of DARC over DARP. In order to balance the order of magnitude of DARP and DARC correspondence count, one alternative is to perform an uniform sampling over DARC correspondences for keeping a percentage α of them. This way, it is possible to control the probabilities that DARP and DARC correspondences are chosen by RANSAC when performing pose estimation. The value of the sampling factor α can then be adjusted to change how DARP and DARC contribute to the final result.
Frame-to-frame tracking
In a first moment, the DARP and DARC methods described earlier are used for performing tracking by detection, i.e., tracking an object by detecting it at every frame without taking its previous pose into account. Such approach allows automatic initialization and recovery from failures. However, tracking by detection methods are often less accurate/robust than frame-to-frame tracking, where a previous pose estimate is required for computing the current pose of the object. If the object does not move too fast with respect to the camera, its pose on the previous frame can be used as a pose estimate for the current one. This section details how DARP and DARC can also be used for frame-to-frame tracking.
First, tracking is initialized by detecting the object in the previous frame. Then, template features are projected onto the previous frame and, for each feature extracted from the previous frame, it is performed a search for the nearest projected template feature. This is done in order to increase the number of correspondences between the template and the previous frame. Since DARP uses keypoints as features, the metric employed in the search is simply the Euclidean distance between the keypoints locations in the image. For the DARC method, as contours are used, the upright bounding rectangles of the features can be compared. If the distance between a feature from the previous frame and its nearest projected template feature is below a threshold, then a correspondence is established.
Once the correspondences between DARP/DARC features from the previous frame and template features are obtained, the DARP/DARC features from the current frame are matched to previous frame features that have a corresponding template feature using the respective method described in Sect. 3.6 or 4.4. By transitivity, correspondences are established between current frame and template features. The object pose for the current frame is finally computed from these correspondences using the respective approach detailed in Sect. 3.6 or 4.4. This process is repeated for the subsequent frames until a tracking failure occurs, when the detection procedure is invoked to reinitialize tracking.
Results
This section describes some results obtained with the DARP and DARC methods. The techniques were evaluated regarding performance and pose estimation quality. The hardware used in the evaluations was a Microsoft Kinect for Xbox 360, an Asus Xtion PRO LIVE and a laptop with Intel Core i7-3612QM @ 2.10 GHz processor and 8 GB RAM. The applications were written in C++ and executed on the Microsoft Windows 7 operating system. The following libraries were used in the implementation of the methods: OpenCV [7] , Point Cloud Library (PCL) [51] , OpenNI [14] and ESM SDK [4] . The OpenNI library provides ways to compute the intrinsic parameters of the RGB-D sensors from the manufacturer calibration. In addition, it also allows enabling registration between depth and color images, which is performed in the RGB-D sensor hardware. The manufacturer calibration does not consider lens distortion, so one option would be to calibrate the RGB sensor and then use the estimated intrinsic parameters to perform undistortion of registered color and depth images. However, since the RGB-D sensors employed in the evaluations use low distortion lenses [48] , the tests did not take into account lens distortion coefficients.
The templates used by DARP and DARC for object detection and pose estimation can be generated with an application where the user interactively draws a rectangle to select the portion of the image where the target object is located, as illustrated in Fig. 12 . The user may also provide a binary mask image for determining which image pixels belong to the object to be detected. The DARP method includes all the keypoints within the selected region in the template, while the DARC method uses all the contours inside the selection as a template. DARP templates consist of 2D keypoints (for homography estimation), 3D keypoints (for extrinsic parameters matrix estimation) and keypoint descriptors. DARC templates are composed of 2D contour points, 3D contour points, bounding rectangles of rectified contours and rectifying transformations. If MSER features are used, rectified binary regions and rectifying homographies are additionally stored.
DARP results
In order to evaluate DARP, the publicly available Technische Universität München's RGBD Datasets [15] were used, which have 1280 × 960 images. In addition, 320 × 240 and 640 × 480 image sequences were captured using the Asus Xtion PRO LIVE and the Microsoft Kinect for Xbox 360 sensors, respectively. Synthetic RGB-D images with a resolution of 1280 × 960 were also generated.
The results obtained when using SIFT [37] , ORB [50] and DAFT [15] methods are compared with the results obtained when using these methods together with DARP. Keypoint detection, orientation assignment and patch description are performed in a similar way when each method is used with or without DARP. While SIFT and ORB are based only on RGB data, the DAFT method uses both RGB and depth information.
In the SIFT+DARP scenario, the same algorithms employed by SIFT for keypoint detection, orientation assignment and patch description are used, which are the DoG detector, the gradient orientation histogram method and the SIFT descriptor, respectively [37] . It should be noted that the DoG detector requires an image pyramid for keypoint detection.
In the ORB + DARP scenario, the FAST-9 method is used for keypoint detection [49] , but the keypoints are detected on the original scale of the input image, without employing a scale pyramid, since FAST-9 does not use it and scale changes are inherently handled using the patch rectification process. As in ORB, an initial set of features is detected on the input image and then n points with best Harris response are selected. For ORB + DARP a value of n = 230 for 640 × 480 images and n = 918 for 1280 × 960 images was used in the conducted experiments. ORB uses an image pyramid with 5 levels and a scale factor of 1.2 between consecutive levels in order to obtain scale invariance. When handling 640 × 480 images, ORB extracts 631 keypoints per image pyramid, distributed in the levels in ascending order as follows: 230, 160, 111, 77 and 53 keypoints. When handling 1280 × 960 images, ORB extracts 2517 keypoints per image pyramid, distributed in the levels in ascending order as follows: 918, 637, 442, 307 and 213 keypoints. In summary, ORB extracts more keypoints than ORB + DARP, but both approaches handle the same keypoints from the original scale of the input image. ORB and ORB + DARP both use the intensity centroid method for orientation assignment and the rBRIEF patch descriptor [50] .
The DAFT + DARP scenario also uses the same methods that DAFT applies for keypoint detection, orientation assignment and patch description, which are a version of the DoG detector that uses depth data [15] , Haar wavelet responses orientation histogram [3] and the SURF descriptor [3] , respectively. In this case, the keypoint detector needs a depth normalized image pyramid.
Descriptor matching is performed with a nearest neighbor search. For the SIFT and SURF descriptors, a k-d tree is used for obtaining the two nearest neighbors based on the Euclidean distance. Then a heuristic is applied to reject spurious matches, where a correspondence is discarded if the ratio between the distances of the closest and the second-closest neighbor is less than a threshold [37] . In the experiments performed, this threshold was set to 0.7. For the rBRIEF descriptor, a brute force search with Hamming distance was applied, where matches with a distance greater than 50 are discarded. Pose estimation is performed using the same procedures for all the evaluated scenarios, as described in Sect. 3.6.
Qualitative evaluation
In these experiments, the value of the k parameter for patch size in camera coordinates was empirically set to s/2 , where s is the size of the rectified patch, as mentioned in Sect. 3.3. Initially the tests were done with planar objects. It is shown in Figs. 13 and 14 and Online Resource 1 the matches between two 640 × 480 images of a planar object. The 2D points that belong to the object model transformed by the homographies computed from the matches are shown in Fig. 15 and Online Resource 1. It can be noted that the ORB + DARP method provides better results than ORB when the object has an oblique pose with respect to the viewing direction. The matches obtained with ORB led to a wrong pose, while it was possible to estimate a reasonable pose using ORB+DARP, as evidenced by the transformed model points (Fig. 15 and Online Resource 1). Scale invariance limit of DARP was also evaluated, as depicted in Figs. 16 and 17 and Online Resource 1. It was noted that the DARP method was able to cope with a relative scale change factor of up to 2.5. After, some tests were done with 640×480 images of nonplanar objects with a smooth surface. In this case, Fig. 20 illustrates the projection of a 3D point cloud model of the object using the pose computed from the matches found by ORB + DARP shown in Fig. 19 . ORB + DARP also obtained better results than ORB in the oblique pose scenario, since ORB + DARP provided matches that allowed computing the object pose, while ORB did not find any valid matches, as can be seen in Fig. 18 . Some experiments were also performed with 320 × 240 images of non-planar objects with a non-smooth surface. The depth image obtained for such kind of object often contains "holes" caused by inter-occlusions between parts of the object, as can be seen in Fig. 21 left. In order to obtain better results, the template depth image was enhanced with the help of Kinect Fusion [44] . In order to do this, it was needed to capture a sequence of depth images of the object taken from 
Quantitative evaluation
Keypoint matching quality was evaluated by measuring the correctness of the poses estimated from the matches. The first evaluation was done with a database of 2560 synthetic RGB-D images of a planar object (a cereal box) under different viewpoints on a cluttered background. Some frames from the generated synthetic dataset are depicted in Fig. 27 . In order to generate these images, the object was placed on the origin of a spherical coordinate system whose equatorial plane coincides with the xz plane of the object coordinate system, as illustrated in Fig. 28 . The camera always looks at As in [25] , the metric used in the evaluation was the percentage of correct poses estimated by each method. In many works (e.g. [55] ) it is considered that a correspondence is an inlier when its reprojection error is less than 3 pixels. Due to this, a pose was considered as correct only if the root-mean-square (RMS) reprojection error was below 3 pixels. The k parameter was the same used in the qualitative evaluation. In larger viewpoint changes it can be seen that SIFT + DARP, DAFT + DARP and ORB + DARP outperformed SIFT, DAFT and ORB, respectively, as shown in Fig. 29 .
The poster and world map datasets were used in separate, since they have several images under different rotations, scales and viewpoints. The remaining datasets (frosties and granada), which have fewer images, were evaluated all together under the label others. In these experiments, the k parameter was empirically set to ((d/ f ) + 1) s/2 , where d is the average distance between the target object and the camera (which was set to 2 m), f is the focal length and s is the size of the rectified patch (see Sect. 3.3). Figure 31 shows that results obtained with SIFT + DARP, DAFT + DARP and ORB + DARP are better than the ones obtained with SIFT, DAFT and ORB, respectively.
Performance analysis
RGB-D images with a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels were used to analyze the performance of a non-optimized version of the DARP method. Table 1 presents the average time and the percentage of time required by each step of ORB and ORB + DARP, which are the fastest approaches among the ones that were evaluated. It shows that the ORB + DARP method runs at ∼29 fps and its most time demanding step is the normal estimation phase, which takes almost 50 % of [15] all processing time. The patch rectification step also heavily contributes to the final processing time. ORB takes more time than ORB + DARP for keypoint detection and patch description, since it uses an image pyramid and extracts a higher number of keypoints. ORB estimates patch orientation in a faster manner than ORB + DARP because it makes use of integral images in this step. ORB + DARP could be optimized to perform orientation estimation in the same way, but it would not represent a significant performance gain, as this step takes less than 1 % of total processing time.
DARC results
To the best of the authors' knowledge, there is no publicly available RGB-D image dataset of texture-less planar objects. Due to that, synthetic RGB-D images of texture-less objects with a resolution of 1280 × 960 were generated in order to evaluate DARC. In addition, some image sequences were captured using the Microsoft Kinect for Xbox 360. Figure 32 and Online Resource 2 show some results obtained with DARC for detection and pose estimation of different planar objects. It can be seen that DARC can deal with significant changes in rotation and scale as well as with perspective distortions. The contour groups used as templates are the octagon of the stop sign together with its inner contours, the continent frontier of the map and the outer square of the logo together with its inner contours. The RGB-D datasets from Technische Universität Mün-chen [15] were also used to quantitatively evaluate the different methods regarding pose estimation quality. Some frames from these datasets are shown in Fig. 30 .
Qualitative evaluation
Similarly to [30] , the use of depth information allows DARC to distinguish objects that have the same shape but different sizes, as illustrated in Fig. 33 and Online Resource 2. The virtual objects are rendered with a different color and size depending on the size of the detected object. Detection methods that are based solely on RGB data are not able to differentiate, for example, between a small object at a close distance and a big object at a far distance when their projections have the same shape and size. DARC is also capable of detecting objects even when they are partially occluded, as shown in Fig. 34 and Online Resource 2, and is able to handle a relative scale change factor of up to 5.0, as illustrated in Fig. 35 and Online Resource 2.
Quantitative evaluation
DARC was compared to some existing techniques regarding pose estimation quality and performance. Three texturebased techniques were selected for the evaluation: SIFT, ORB and DAFT. The algorithms used by each method for keypoint matching and pose estimation are described in Sect. 8.1. It should be noted that DAFT also uses both RGB and depth images, as well as DARC. In addition, the Perspective Template Matching (PTM) technique [24] , which exploits contour information, is also evaluated. It makes use of deformable edge templates together with a coarse-to-fine search in order to detect texture-less planar objects.
Two different configurations of the DARC method were compared: DARC-CC, which uses the Canny contour detector and the chamfer matcher; and DARC-MH, which uses the MSER contour detector and the Hamming matcher.
Pose estimation quality was evaluated with a synthetic database of 2560 RGB-D images of a stop sign under different viewpoints on a cluttered background. Some frames from this dataset are shown in Fig. 36 . The contour group that contains the octagon of the stop sign together with its inner contours was used as template. The pose range and the metric for considering a pose as correct were the same used in the evaluation with a synthetic dataset described in Sect. 8.1. As can be noted in Fig. 37 , DARC outperformed all the other methods in all larger viewpoint changes. It can also be noted that DARC-MH provided better results than DARC-CC. 
Performance analysis
In the experiments presented in this subsection the same stop sign was used as template as described in the previ- ous subsection. The fastest method for keypoint matching among the ones evaluated is ORB, and its performance when dealing with 640 × 480 RGB-D images was already presented in Sect. 8.1. In the same scenario the PTM technique takes more than one second to detect a template. The performance of each step of non-optimized implementations of DARC-CC and DARC-MH when detecting a single contour group in 640 × 480 RGB-D images is compared in Table 2 . Distance transform is only performed by DARC-CC. It is shown that DARC-CC runs at ∼36 fps and DARC-MH runs at ∼15 fps while detecting a single contour group. If most of the contour groups in the scene do not have a size similar to any template contour group size, they are quickly discarded by DARC, not affecting the application performance. Due to this, DARC frame rate is more influenced by the number of detected template contour groups on the scene than by the number of template contour groups in the database. This metric was taken into account on the following experiments. Regarding the other methods evaluated in the previous subsection, PTM performance is also directly influenced by the number of detected templates, while the performance of keypoint matching methods such as ORB, SIFT and DAFT is not much affected by this factor.
The average time and percentage of time required by each step of DARC-CC for different amounts of detected templates are depicted in Figs. 38 and 39 , respectively. For DARC-CC, the bottlenecks are contour detection, distance transform and coarse pose refinement, which take together more than 90 % of all processing time when detecting a single template. However, it should be noted that the contour detection and the distance transform times are relatively constant, while the coarse pose refinement time grows linearly with the number of detected templates.
The average time and percentage of time required by each step of DARC-MH for different amounts of detected templates are shown in Figs. 40 and 41 , respectively. For DARC-MH, the major bottleneck is contour detection, since it takes alone almost 65 % of all processing time when detecting a single template, but its time remains relatively constant. It can also be noted that contour matching and coarse pose refinement times in DARC-MH grow linearly with respect to the number of detected templates.
DARP/DARC selection results
In order to evaluate the DARP/DARC selection method, some of the tracking targets available in the Metaio templatebased tracking dataset were used [32] . The tracking targets in this dataset are classified regarding their texturedness, so it was possible to check if the proposed selection method provided results that are consistent with this classification. In the performed experiments, the ORB + DARP and DARC-MH variants were used, since they offer a good trade-off between pose estimation quality and performance, as shown in previous subsections. Due to the scalability issue regarding the number of contour groups of DARC-MH reported in the previous subsection, DARC-MH template was limited to contain the five contour groups with largest area. Figure 42 presents the results obtained with the proposed selection method using two texture-less objects (bump and stop) and two textured objects (lucent and philadelphia) from the Metaio dataset. It can be noted that the GLCM homogeneity property computed from each template image is consistent with the classification performed in the Metaio dataset. Figure 42 also compares augmentation results obtained using ORB + DARP and DARC-MH for a given query frame of each template. While ORB + DARP successfully augments the objects that were classified as textured by the proposed method, it fails when handling the texture-less ones. With DARC-MH, the opposite occurs: it is able to correctly detect and augment the objects that are texture-less according to the homogeneity property and it fails to detect the textured objects. These results indicate that the proposed method could be used to choose between DARP or DARC based on the template contents.
DARP + DARC results
In the evaluation of the combined use of DARP and DARC, the ORB + DARP and DARC-MH variants were employed again and are referred here simply as DARP and DARC, respectively. As described in Sect. 8.3, the DARC template consisted only of the five contour groups with largest area. Pose estimation quality was evaluated using only DARP, only DARC and using both DARP and DARC together (DARP + DARC). Different values for the sampling factor α were also tested. In the performed experiments, typical values for the number of point correspondences were around 500 for DARP and around 50,000 for DARC (without sampling).
First, an evaluation was performed using the cereal box dataset described in Sect. 8.1. The obtained results are illustrated in Fig. 43 . It can be seen that using DARP alone was better than using solely DARC, which was expected since the target is textured. It can also be noted that DARP + DARC without sampling (α = 100 %) outperformed DARP in the cases with higher viewpoint change, but DARP was better in the situations with lower viewpoint change. However, it is shown that decreasing the sampling factor α until a certain limit results in an improvement in DARP + DARC that makes it outperform DARP in all viewpoint changes. The experiments showed that a value of 0.2 % for α provided good results.
In order to analyze the combination of DARP and DARC when dealing with a planar object that has textured and texture-less parts, a synthetic dataset was generated in a similar manner to what is described in Sect. 8.1 but using an object composed of the cereal box from Sect. 8.1 side by side to the stop sign from Sect. 8.2. Figure 44 shows the evalua- tion results. Due to the texture-less part, using DARC alone when dealing with higher viewpoint changes provided better results than in the previous experiment. However, it was worse than using solely DARP in most viewpoint changes.
It can also be seen that DARP+DARC exhibited the same behavior than in the previous experiment, in a way that it outperformed DARP in all viewpoint changes when using a value of α such as 0.2 %. 
Frame-to-frame tracking results
A number of frames from the cereal_box_1 sequence of the University of Washington's RGB-D Object Dataset [29] were used to evaluate the proposed frame-to-frame tracking approach, since the pose change between consecutive frames in this dataset is small. Since the object in the sequence is textured, the ORB+DARP variant was adopted. depicts the results of both tracking by detection and frameto-frame tracking in this scenario. While the tracking by detection approach fails in the last frames of the sequence, the frame-to-frame procedure is able to track the object throughout the whole sequence. The procedure for increasing the number of correspondences between the previous frame and the template took less than 1.5 ms per frame. 
Conclusions
It was shown that the use of RGB-D sensors allows improving object detection and tracking from natural features. The DARP method has been proposed, which exploits depth information to improve keypoint matching. This is done by rectifying the patches using the 3D information in order to remove perspective effects. The depth information is also used to obtain a scale-invariant representation of the patches. It was shown that DARP can be used together with existing keypoint matching methods in order to help them to handle situations such as oblique poses with respect to the viewing direction. It supports both planar and nonplanar objects and is able to run in real time. The DARC technique has also been proposed, which performs detection and pose estimation of texture-less planar objects by making use of depth information available in RGB-D consumer devices. In order to achieve this, contours extracted from a query image are rectified for removing distortions caused by rotation, scale and perspective transforms. The normalized representation is matched to templates acquired a priori and a coarse pose is calculated, which is then refined using optimization methods. DARC showed to be robust to in-plane and out-of-plane rotations, scale and perspective deformations, being able to compute the pose of planar objects in real time. DARC-MH showed to be more robust and accurate but slower than DARC-CC. The choice of what is the best DARC setup is application dependent: if robustness is more crucial than performance, DARC-MH should be preferred; otherwise, DARC-CC is the best option. It was also shown that it is possible to choose the most suitable method between DARP and DARC for detecting a given object by checking the GLCM homogeneity property of an object's image. When dealing with planar textured objects or planar objects that have textured and texture-less parts, it was shown that using both DARP and DARC together may lead to a more robust detection, considering that the performance constraints are not so hard. In addition, it was demonstrated that depth-assisted rectification can be used for both tracking by detection and frame-to-frame tracking, taking benefit from both worlds: automatic initialization and recovery from failures of tracking by detection and accuracy/robustness of frame-to-frame tracking.
Current limitations of the DARP method are: it requires additional time for rectifying features, especially due to the normal estimation step; it still fails in some extreme cases of severe perspective or scale distortions; and it may fail when handling some non-planar objects with a non-smooth surface. DARC limitations that should be mentioned are: it does not target non-planar objects; its computational performance drops linearly with the number of detected templates; and it fails in some scenarios where the contours do not have a shape that is discriminative enough or extremely severe perspective/scale distortions occur.
As future work regarding DARP, it will be evaluated how normal estimation can be speeded up, maybe using faster approaches such as the one described in [21] . An implementation on GPU may also be used for optimization purposes. The effect of using a few image pyramid levels and different patch sizes in camera coordinates instead of a single level and patch size will also be evaluated. It will be studied if it is possible to determine automatically the optimal patch size in camera coordinates for a given scene. A refinement step for patch pose estimation using a template tracking method such as [4] will be considered. Another issue that should be investigated is that when the object suffers from severe perspective or scale distortion, the rectified patch loses resolution, which impacts on its description. One alternative to be studied for solving this would be to generate distorted versions of the reference images prior to keypoint matching [8] . Then, the available depth and normal information could be used to select a set of most probable matching keypoints for each patch. DARP support for non-planar non-smooth objects should also be improved, perhaps by obtaining a parameterization of the 3D surface that would allow flattening the non-planar object for obtaining a planar representation of it. This would use an approach similar to the one described in [43] , where B-splines surfaces are fitted to point clouds obtained from RGB-D sensors. With respect to DARC, GPU optimization should also be considered. It will be evaluated the possibility of extending the technique for working with non-planar objects. A verification method using neighboring contours such as the one described in [25] could also be used. Confusions can occur when the template contour groups do not have enough discriminative power. It will be studied if the discriminative power of contour matching can be improved by making use of oriented chamfer matching [52] or directional chamfer matching [36] . 
